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When GroceryTrain was set in motion; the goal was to implement an 
industry leading compensation plan. The strategy was simple: take the 
best compensation ideas and improve on them—providing a win-win 
opportunity.  The underlying idea was to create a plan that is simple, 
rewarding, fair and sustainable without  “reinventing the wheel”.

All Aboard....
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We bring the uniqueness of our associates  
to light in this document.
To help illustrate this Comp Plan, we have designed a  
system of icons that we hope shows the diversity of our teams, 
our associates—our people. 

In an effort to demonstrate progressions, downlines, formulas, 
etc., we wanted to create a look that didn’t show that overused 
“stick figure” over and over again. Our people shouldn’t be 
represented by the same generic symbol. We wanted to  
embrace differences and make it clear that everyone can 
board and ride the GroceryTrain to success! We hope you  
understand and appreciate what we’re trying to do  
as we explain this program. 

Thanks.

Our People ICONs

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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There are four different ways to earn commission at GroceryTrain.  
This section walks you through what we truly believe is the  
best compensation plan in the industry.

Your customers order at retail prices directly from GroceryTrain.  You never have to ship or inventory 
products, and GroceryTrain issues a weekly check for the difference between the retail and wholesale 
price.  This retail profit is available on select items only.

The GroceryTrain infinity bonus is designed for associates who are building large organizations.  You 
can literally earn a commission on every order in your organization.

Creating a simple, robust and innovative style of rewarding our top leaders, GroceryTrain’s check match 
is a revolution in the industry.  As a leader in GroceryTrain, you can share in the success of associates 
in your organization.  The principle is straight-forward.  The more you help your team grow, the more 
you personally benefit.

At GroceryTrain, we reward you for building a successful team.  Helping others succeed is the 
way you get ahead in our compensation plan.

A.  FAST START BONUS  
When you help others get started at GroceryTrain, we 
make it even more rewarding to help them succeed by  
offering industry-leading commissions on the orders of 
your new associates and their team members.

B.  UNILEVEL COMMISSION  
This term describes earning commission based on the 
orders of your group.  At GroceryTrain, we pay through five 
levels of your organization and keep your percentages high 
at each level.

1. Retail Profits

3. Infinity Bonus

4. Check Matching Bonuses

2. Team Building

An explanation of the basics for each follows:
GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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When a customer buys products at retail price, GroceryTrain cuts a check for the difference in  
the wholesale and retail prices.  You can earn significant income by simply referring retail 
customers to the products.  The retail profit is available on select items only.

EXAMPLE
A retail customer purchases the complete UltraLuster kit at  $159.99.  
The wholesale price is:     $112.00. 
So GroceryTrain sends you a check for the difference:  $  47.99.

As your team grows, your earnings increase as a result of 
the increased number of product orders moving through your 
team every month.  To help your new team members get 
started quickly, we offer a fast start bonus that is stronger 
than anything in the industry.

1. Retail Profits  

2. Team Building Commission

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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When you enroll new associates, you earn 50% bonus/com-
mission on their first order.  

When individuals that you have personally referred join the 
organization and place their first order from GroceryTrain,  
you receive a bonus.

EXAMPLE
For every TWO personally referred individuals that 
become associates by paying the $149 enrollment 
fee (which includes a $100.00 Grocery purchase), 
GroceryTrain sends you a check for $100.00.

2. Team Building Commission

A. Fast Start Bonus

Enrolled
Associate
($149.00)

Enrolled
Associate
($149.00)

You

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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B. Unilevel Compensation

Enrolled
Associate

(EA)

 
Associate

(ASC)

Senior 
Associate

(SA)

Senior 
Executive

(SE)

Director
(DIR)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Executive
Director

(ED)

Vice
President

(VP)

Executive
(EX) To understand how simple advancing in ranks 

can be, see the examples on the next pages.

2. Team Building Commission

Unilevel is a term that defines a certain way to pay out 
commission in depth based on your rank at GroceryTrain. 

GroceryTrain has 9 different ranks, based on two primary 
criteria: sales volume and adding associates to your 
organization. As you move up in the ranks, your organi-
zation and your income grow.
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Example Two
To move from associate to the rank of senior associate, you 
must enroll two more enrolled associates for a total of three, 
with a total of 3000 in unilevel volume (UV). 

Example One
To move from enrolled associate to the rank of associate, you 
must enroll one enrolled associate. This enrolled associate 
becomes your Level ONE.

Enrolled
Associate

Level ONE

Enrolled
Associate

Associate
Associate

(You)

(You)

Level ONE

Level ONE

Enrolled
Associate

Enrolled Associates

Senior
Associate

B. Unilevel Compensation

2. Team Building Commission

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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Associate

Level
ONE

Level TWO

Level ONE

Enrolled
Associate

Executive

(You)

Enrolled Associates

Senior
Associate

Associate

Enrolled
Associate

Enrolled
Associate

Enrolled
Associate

To move from senior associate to the rank of executive, 
you must enroll one more enrolled associate and two 
of your enrolled associates must become associates with 
6000 in UV. 

B. Unilevel Compensation

2. Team Building Commission

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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Enrolled
Associate

(EA)

 
Associate

(ASC)

Senior 
Associate

(SA)

Senior 
Executive

(SE)

Director
(DIR)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Executive
Director

(ED)

Vice
President
    (VP)  

Executive
(EX)

Personal Volume

Active Legs

120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120

1 3
2 ASC &
2 Others

2 SA &
2 Others

2 EX &
2 Others

2 SE &
2 Others

2 DIR &
2 SE+

3 SD &
2 SE+

4 4 4 4 4 5

Unilevel Volume 1500 3000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000

Team Volume 40,000 100,000 200,000

As you meet new requirements, you will 
continue to move up in rank

B. Unilevel Compensation

2. Team Building Commission

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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Enrolled
Associate

(EA)

 
Associate

(ASC)

Senior 
Associate

(SA)

Senior 
Executive

(SE)

Director
(DIR)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Executive
Director

(ED)

Vice
President
    (VP)  

Executive
(EX)

Commissions

Level ONE .5% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Level TWO .5% 1% 1% 1%

Level THREE .5% 1% 1%

Level FOUR .5% 1%

Level FIVE 1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

As you move up in rank,  
you become eligible for  
more commission  
at greater depths.

B. Unilevel Compensation

2. Team Building Commission
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(To be implemented May 2012)

3. Infinity Bonus

Director
(DIR)

Infinity Bonus .25% .5% .75% 1%

Senior
Director

(SD)

Executive
Director

(ED)

Vice
President
    (VP)  

The GroceryTrain’s Infinity Bonus allows you to  
continue to earn to infinite depth after you reach the 
rank of director.
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GroceryTrain’s program allows you to continue to earn commission on orders beyond 
your fifth level in depth. GroceryTrain has a powerful approach to infinity bonuses: we don’t 
cut the bonus off when someone on your team reaches the same rank. We set aside 1.5% of 
all commission so that multiple associates can earn an infinity bonus on the same order.

3. Infinity Bonus

 
Associate

(ASC)

 
Associate

(ASC)

 
Associate

(ASC)

 
Associate

(ASC)

 
Associate

(ASC)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Senior
Director

(SD)

.25%

.25%

(To be implemented May 2012)
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GroceryTrain’s check match is based on a simple principle: 
you succeed when you help others succeed. It’s really 
that simple. GroceryTrain matches commission based on 
Unilevel, FastStart, and Infinity Bonus commission earned. 
This is one of the most powerful income generating tools in 
the entire industry. GroceryTrain’s check match also searches 
your team to find significant checks to match—ensuring that 
your check matching bonuses pay you significant amounts at 
each level.

Your first check match begins with your personally enrolled, 
then searches your entire team to find eligible checks to 
match—up to five levels deep when you reach the rank of 
vice president.

4. Check Matching Bonuses

Senior 
Executive

(SE)
Director

(DIR)

Senior
Director

(SD)

Executive
Director

(ED)

Vice
President
    (VP)  

Personally Enrolled
    ($250 Minimum)  2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Check Match 1
    ($500 Minimum)  1% 1.5% 1.75% 2%

Check Match 2
    ($1500 Minimum)  1% 1.5% 1.75%

Check Match 3
    ($3000 Minimum)  1% 1.5%

Check Match 4
    ($6000 Minimum)  1%

(To be implemented May 2012)

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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4. Check Matching Bonuses

 A 
(Vice President) 

B 
($1000) 

$1000 x 3 x 2% = $60 

   $2500 x 2 x 2% = $100   $25,000 x 2% = $500 

C 
($1000) 

D 
($1000) 

E 
($2500) 

F 
($2500) 

G 
($375) 

H 
($25,000) 

I 
($375) 

The following example shows how check matching works,
(Assume that A is a Vice President for this example):

A personally enrolls B, C, and D and they each earn checks  
of $1000. A receives a 2% check match on all of these associates.

D enrolls E, F, and G, who earn checks of $2500, $2500, and $375 respectively. 
A receives a 2% check match on D and E, but not G, who failed to meet the minimum.

G enrolls H and I, who earn checks of $25,000 and $375 respectively. Because G failed to 
make the minimum, H and I will roll up to A’s check match 1 and A receives a 2% check 
match on H, but not on I, who failed to make the minimum.

(To be implemented May 2012)

GroceryLines LLC and GroceryTrain do not guarantee any level of income or earnings to any associate.
Earnings from the GroceryTrain Compensation Plan solely depend on sales and each associate’s skill, ability, and 
personal effort.
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ACTIVE
An associate must maintain at least 
$120 personal volume (PV) to be con-
sidered active for that period. If an
associate is not active in the period, 
he or she receives no commissions 
from their downline.

ACTIVE LEG
Any first level associate and his or 
her entire downline where at least 
one person is considered to be ac-
tive.

CHECK MATCH
Paid-as senior executives and above 
may receive a check match on the 
unilevel, fast start bonus and infinity
bonus earnings of their downline 
associates. The percentage that they 
receive and the depth they reach
is based on their paid-as title and 
is regardless of the paid-as titles of 
those below them.

COMMISSIONABLE  
VOLUME (CV)
Each inventory item has commission-
able volume (CV)  assigned to it. This 
is the basis for earning commission.

COMPRESSION
When an associate is no longer part 
of the company, their downline is 
compressed to their upline filling the 
gap left by the associate that is no 
longer part of the company.

CUSTOMER
A customer is an individual who 
purchases products for personal use 
at the retail price, has not signed an
agreement with the company and is 
not on autoship.

DOWNLINE
All of the people below an associ-
ate are considered to be part of that 
associate’s downline.

GROUP A
This group is defined as an associate 
and that associate’s entire downline 
through five levels. This is
also sometimes referred to as a 
“personal group” when
talking about a specific associate 
and his or her group.

HIGHEST ACHIEVED TITLE
An associate’s badge title is their 
recognition title or the highest title 
they have achieved.

INFINITY BONUS
The infinity bonus pays to eligible 
and qualified associates beginning 
with their level 6.

LEG
A leg begins with a first level associ-
ate and includes all of the associates 
beneath that associate. Associates
have as many legs as they have first 
level associates.

LEVEL
The position an associate has in a 
downline relative to another upline 
or downline associate.

PAID AS TITLE (ALSO REFERRED 
TO AS PAID-AS)
Each associate is paid at the title for 
which they qualify during the period.

PERSONAL VOLUME (PV)
Personal volume is the total qualify-
ing volume (QV) of a single associate 
from orders placed personally and
by that associate’s personally 
sponsored customers (orders placed 
directly with the company by cus-
tomers).

Terminology
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PLACEMENT ASSOCIATE
The placement associate is the individual who 
another associate is placed under. The placement 
associate may be different than the sponsor.

PLACEMENT LINEAGE
The placement lineage follows the placement 
associate line.

PREFERRED CUSTOMER
A preferred customer is a customer (non-associ-
ate) that is on autoship.

PREFERRED CUSTOMER BONUS
The sponsor of a preferred customer, if active, 
will receive a bonus on the orders of the preferred 
customer.

PROMOTE (PROMOTION)
Associates promote to a new badge title when 
they meet all of the qualifications for that title 
in the month. The promotion is effective the first 
day of the same month meaning that regardless 
of what day the promotion was actually qualified 
for, the new badge title is effective for the entire 
period. For example, if an associate meets the 
qualifications for a director on June 23rd, they 
“promote” to the title of director for the entire 
period of June (effective June 1) and will be paid 
as a director for the entire period of June.

QUALIFIED
Associates are considered to be qualified if they 
meet the paid-as requirements for a particular 
payout and/or title. Associates will only receive 
the payouts that they are both eligible and 
qualified for. For example, an associate may be 
eligible for the check match bonus on a personally 
enrolled associate because he or she has a badge 
title of senior executive. However, if the associate 
is paid as an executive or below, then he or she
is unqualified for the bonus and would thus not re-
ceive it. In a similar manner, an associate may be 
qualified as an executive but ineligible to receive 
a check match bonus on a personally enrolled 
associate because that bonus pays only to senior 
executives and above.

RETAIL PROFIT
Retail profit is given to associates on orders 
placed by retail customers.

SPONSOR
The sponsor is the person who introduces an indi-
vidual to the products and/or business opportunity. 
The sponsor may be the same or different as the 
placement associate. Preferred customers and 
customers are always placed under their sponsor. 
The sponsor may also be referred to as enroller or 
personal sponsor.

SPONSOR LINEAGE
The sponsor lineage follows the line of sponsor-
ship (a.k.a. enrollment sponsor). Please refer to 
“sponsor.”

TEAM VOLUME (TV)
Team volume is the total qualifying volume in an
associate’s entire downline organization. It in-
cludes the associate plus ALL downline associates 
(regardless of their titles).

UNILEVEL
Unilevel is a form of commission structure, usually 
a certain number of levels in depth at various 
percentage payouts.

UNILEVEL VOLUME (UV)
Unilevel volume is the qualifying volume (QV) from 
an associate and that associate’s group, which in-
cludes all the associates below – non-compressed 
through five levels.

Terminology


